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Many congratulations, Your Majesty,
on the occasion of your

Diamond Jubilee.

The Jubilee Trail

The fun way t
o celebrate!



This Trail has been produced by Treasure Trails to celebrate
the Diamond Jubilee of Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II.
Every effort has been made to check the accuracy of the
facts and information contained within the Trail and these
facts are reproduced to the best of our knowledge.

THE SMALL PRINT!
Treasure Trails are intended for single use only,
are subject to copyright and may not be
photocopied, reproduced or distributed. All rights
reserved.

Every effort has been made to ensure that this
Treasure Trail is accurate at the time of printing.
We cannot be held responsible for any unforeseen
changes that interfere with the easy solving of
clues. 

Customers must accept full liability and are solely
responsible for the safety of themselves and their
party on the Treasure Trail. We cannot be held
responsible for the loss or damage to property, or
accident or injury to life or limb incurred whilst on
this Trail.

The treasure hunt is entirely fictional. The use of
names of real people, living or dead, as characters
in this mystery, is intended for fun only and in no
way or by any means alleges or implies any
connection whatsoever on their part with any
wrongdoing or criminal act. Copyright 2007
Treasure Trails. 

Contains Ordnance Survey data. © Crown
copyright and database right 2011.

...Follow the Trail

See the Sights... 
Solve the Clues

visit 
www.treasuretrails.co.uk 

to see our full catalogue of 
Trails throughout the UK
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Solving the Trail
One of the locations on the map on the 
back page matches the place where the 

forgetful lady-in-waiting left St Edward’s 
Crown.  To find out which one you will need 

to solve the clues in the Trail.  When you 
find the answer to each clue, identify the 

corresponding location on the back page and 
cross it off.  When you have solved all the 
clues one location on the map will remain 
– this is where the crown was left.  Please 
see below for details of how to enter the 

competition.

Instructions
This Trail is designed to be 

completed at any time from the 
comfort of your chair.  Please feel 
free to make use of any resources 
available to you to solve the clues.

COMPETITION
Please visit www.treasuretrails.co.uk and select the Diamond Jubilee Trail link from 
the homepage. Follow the instructions on how to submit your answer.  If you are 
correct you will automatically be entered into the competition to win a Treasure 
Trails Jubilee Goody Bag, including a fleece and a Personalised Trail.  Only one entry 
per person please.  Entries close on the last day of the UK Diamond Jubilee Tour – 
25th July 2012.  The judge’s decision is final

Many congratulations, Your Majesty, on the occasion of your Diamond Jubilee.

The Forgetful Lady-in-Waiting
The lady-in-waiting has put St Edward’s Crown, the crown used during 
the Coronation, in a safe place. The Queen has decided she wishes to 
wear this crown as part of her Jubilee celebrations. Unfortunately the 
lady-in-waiting has been taken ill and forgotten where she placed it. 
Thankfully she left a number of clues to help remind her but needs 
your assistance in solving them. Are you up to the challenge?



Each year Her Majesty
connects with the
entire Commonwealth
through her Christmas
address.  In 2010 this
came from a particular
palace for the first
time - but which one?
Rearrange the letters
to reveal your next
empty location.

The Queen is patron to over
600 charities. These range
from well-known charities
such as the British Red Cross
to new, smaller charities like
Kids Company, to regiments
in the armed forces.

How tall, in inches, is
the Queen? If 1=A and
9=I decode your
answer to reveal the
initials of another
fruitless location.

Being called an award
is a bit of a misnomer
as this title is conferred
by the Queen, by Royal
Charter. Recipients
wear the following
badge - the youth
organisation they
belong to shares a
name with another
location to discount.

So, you think you are better
off now than in 1952? Based
on an average weekly salary
you could buy 300 loaves of
bread in 1952 but only 292
in 2012. However, in 1952
the average salary could
only buy you 102 pints of
beer versus 170 pints in
2012!

The Queen and The
Duke of Edinburgh will
celebrate 65 years of
marriage this year. But
at which college did
they first meet?
Eliminate a matching
place off your map.

In an average year, the
Queen will host more than
50,000 people at banquets,
lunches, dinners, receptions
and garden parties at
Buckingham Palace and
more than 8,000 people at
garden parties and
investitures at
Holyroodhouse, during
Holyrood Week.

In the National
Anthem if 1,4 equals
'gracious' and 4,3
equals 'victorious' then
6,1 forms part of your
final location to
discount.

The Queen launched the
British Monarchy's official
website in 1997. In 2007 the
official British Monarchy
YouTube channel was
unveiled, swiftly followed by
a Royal Twitter site (2009),
Flickr page (2010) and
Facebook page (also 2010).

Congratulations!

You have reached the end
of the Trail and should
now be able to identify
where the lady-in-waiting
put the crown for safe
keeping!

We hope you have enjoyed
this virtual Treasure Trail -
don't forget to submit your
answer through our website.
Whilst you are there, why
not have a look at our great
outdoor Trails available
throughout the country?

This is a virtual Trail
about the reign of Her
Majesty Queen
Elizabeth II. The Trail
can be completed
anywhere and at any
time.

Have fun!

This Trail includes clues on
the Coronation, the
palaces and castles, the 
Royal Tours, the Diamond
Jubilee celebrations and
much more! Some of these
clues may be general
knowledge, some may
require a little bit of
research!

Feel free to use any
resources you like to in
order to solve the clues.

There is also a puzzle on
page 7 (just for fun!).

Don't forget to submit
your answer (see opposite
page for details).

The then Princess
Elizabeth was not in
the UK when she
received news of her
father's death. Cross
off the location that
shares a name with the
country from where
she returned as Queen.

Queen Elizabeth II became
the 40th monarch since
William the Conqueror
obtained the crown of
England. Should her Majesty
reign until Sept 11th 2015
she will overtake the record
held by her great-great-
grandmother Queen
Victoria.

The Coronation was
conducted by the
Archbishop of
Canterbury. Identify his
surname and discount
a matching location.

Clothes rationing had
thankfully ended a few
years before the
Coronation. But who
was the Coronation
gown commissioned
from? Their surname
matches another
location to discount.

There was a shortage of
professional coachmen to
help transport dignitaries to
Westminster Abbey in horse-
drawn carriages. Millionaire
businessmen and country
squires offered their services
dressing up as Buckingham
Palace servants to help take
people to the Coronation
ceremony.

Following the
Coronation the newly
crowned Queen
Elizabeth II reviewed
the fleet. But where?
Once you have solved
this eliminate the
location on the map
that shares the name.

Identify the royal
residence in the
following image and
eliminate a matching
location. A hint - it is
where the Queen
spent much of her
teenage years! 

Visit the Treasure Trails
Facebook page and
find an image of a
royal residence. The
initials of this residence
match those of a place
on your map that you
should now cross off!



The Queen has a huge
love for animals, in
particular dogs and
horses. Her Majesty's
first dog was an 18th
birthday present -
identify the corgi's
name and eliminate a
matching location.

The Queen has also
introduced a new breed of
dog - the 'dorgi'. The first
'dorgi' was a cross between
a dachsund (belonging to
Princess Margaret) and a
royal corgi! Whether it was
planned or not - no one
knows (or at least no one is
saying!)... 

Situated opposite the
Scottish Parliament
identify what the
palace of the British
monarch in Scotland is
commonly referred as.
Rearrange the letters
to reveal the first
names of another
location to discount.

The Queen's racing colours
are a purple body with gold
braid, scarlet sleeves and
black velvet cap with gold
fringe. They were adopted
from those used by King
Edward VII; one of his most
successful horses was called
Diamond Jubilee.

Her Majesty is also
Patron of the Royal
Pigeon Racing
Association. One of the
Queen's birds is named
partly after a royal
residence - but which
one? Eliminate the
matching location once
you have solved this
clue.

Technically, the Queen still
owns all the sturgeons,
whales and dolphins in the
waters around the UK and
which are recognised as
'Fishes Royal'. Her Majesty
also owns all wild 'mute'
swans living in open water.

In 2011 Her Majesty
became the first
reigning UK monarch
to visit this country.
The last two letters in
this country's name
match the initials of an
empty location.

As at the end of 2011, the
Queen has undertaken 261
official overseas visits,
including 96 State Visits, to
116 different countries. Her
first, the Coronation Tour,
took in 14 countries and
covered a distance of 43,618
miles.

Whilst on holiday in
Scotland, the Queen
and her family
traditionally visit a
local Highland Games
Gathering. Identify
where these games are
held and eliminate a
matching location.

Up until 1997 many of the
Royal Tours were carried out
using the Royal Yacht
Britannia.  In its 44 years of
service the Royal Yacht
covered over 1,000,000
nautical miles and visited
135 different countries.

Identify the Clyde
shipyard that built the
Britannia and
eliminate a location
that shares a name.

Britannia is now a
5-star visitor attraction.
Identify the port in
which it is now
berthed and eliminate
a matching location on
your treasure map.

Gifts given to the Queen on
foreign tours include: two
tortoises given to The Queen
in the Seychelles in 1972; a
seven-year-old bull elephant
called "Jumbo" given by the
President of Cameroon and
two black beavers given to
The Queen after a royal visit
to Canada.

The Royal Tour
celebrating the
Diamond Jubilee has
already started. The UK
element continues
until the end of July.
One of the last places
The Queen will visit
matches a location you
should cross off your
map!

Identify the countries
the Queen's only
daughter will be
visiting as part of the
Diamond Jubilee Tour
and eliminate a
matching location
from your map.

Her Majesty is
Commander-in-Chief to the
United Kingdom Armed
Forces. As well as serving in
the ATS during the Second
World War the Queen also
holds many honorary
military appointments.

This year also marks
the 30th Anniversary
of the Falklands
Conflict. Which
member of the royal
family saw active
service in the South
Atlantic during 1982?
Eliminate a matching
location. 

The first investiture of the
Queen's reign took place at
Buckingham Palace on 27th
February 1952.  The first
person to be presented was
Private William Speakman,
of The King's Own Scottish
Borderers, who received the
Victoria Cross for his actions
during the Korean War.

Each year, to celebrate
the Queen's official
birthday, the
Household Cavalry
conduct an event on
Horse Guards Parade.
The first and last letter
of this event match the
initials of another
location to discount.

Identify who designed
the Diamond Jubilee
Medal (as shown in the
image in the following
box). Rearrange the
letters in their name to
reveal another location
to discount.

The Diamond Jubilee Medal
will be awarded to all living
holders of the Victoria Cross
and George Cross, and
members of the Royal
Household. People who
work in certain front line
public service jobs will also
receive the medal.

The requirement is that they
had been in their jobs for
five full calendar years on
6th February 2012.
Recipients will include
members of the armed
forces and emergency
services, police, PCSO's and
operational prison services
personnel. 

The current Prime
Minister (as at 1st May
2012!) is the 12th that
the Queen has given
regular audience to.
However, the first also
shares a name with an
empty location that
should be crossed off
your map.




